A multi-agent and distributed ruler based approach to production scheduling in agile manufacturing systems is proposed in this paper. Considering special and complex requirements of the agile manufacturing, a function-based decomposition method is suggested to fulfil the agent-based system modelling process, where a real industrial system can be turned into a multi-agent system (MAS). Three classes of agents are defined, which populate the production-scheduling environment: management agents, resource agents and part agents. All these agents are arranged on the heterarchical framework. Consequently, with the distribution of agents, the complicated scheduling problem is divided into several subproblems, such as the self-supporting and decision-making of each agent for the local near-optimal schedule and the cooperating or coordinating between agents for system global performance. A ruler-based decision making mechanism is proposed to ensure orderly agent running, and the ability to respond to customer's needs or environmental changes rapidly. Meanwhile the heterarchical MAS architecture offers regroup capabilities that support those rulers to be reconfigured and reused flexibly. Case studies illustrate the feasibility and efficiency of the approach.
Introduction
The scheduling function in manufacturing is integral to the function of any manufacturing system that must try to solve the problem of suitably dispatching processed products to scarce manufacturing resources according to the assigned constraints. The objective of the scheduling system is to provide production managers with a practical scheduling tool that satisfies the due dates, the lowest cost and the maximization of machine utilization, and so on. Scheduling has already attracted various research efforts because of its degree of difficulty and its importance in theoretical research and practical applications.
Agile manufacturing (Nagel 1992 ) was produced to adapt to the new characteristics of the present world market, including higher competition, shorter product life cycles, greater product diversity and smaller batch sizes to satisfy a variety of customer profiles (Nagalingam and Lin 1999) . The agility requires high adaptability and efficiency in product development and manufacturing; therefore, the research and development for scheduling a system towards agile manufacturing becomes even more complicated and takes on a new level of importance. An agile scheduling system should have several new characteristics. For example, it should consider further uncertainties brought by unpredictable customer orders, including those in their enterprise or from other cooperated enterprises in a virtual alliance. It also might involve some functional integration of process planning and manufacturing control in order to make agile and valid schedulers.
Recently, several investigators have suggested agentbased control architectures as alternatives to traditional manufacturing control techniques (McDonnell et al. 1999) . A multi-agent system (MAS) is an intelligent system, which has the capabilities to meet the characteristics Ð such as modifiable, extensible, reconfigurable, adaptable and fault tolerant Ð and this gives an effective way to calculate the agile scheduling.
Until now, many works have considered the applications of MASs in manufacturing, including in the area of dynamic scheduling. Fischer (1995) proposed a hierarchical planning structure consisting of six layers: the layer of the production planning and control system, the layer of the shop floor control system, the task coordination layer, the task planning layer, the task execution layer and the machine control layer. In 1999, he also presented a new approach to the design of the architecture of a computer-integrated manufacturing system (Fischer 1999) . The agent architecture InteRRaP was presented and used to describe a planning and control architecture for a CIM system. Kouiss et al. (1997) designed an agent-based dynamic scheduling system to achieve global optimization, and contract net protocols were used to realize the agent coordination and decision making. Baker (1998) made a detailed review of various multi-agent architectures and the claimed advantages for multi-agent heterarchies. He also surveyed the different types of factory control algorithms: dispatching, scheduling, and pull. He claimed that all the most common algorithms used in industry could be implemented in a multi-agent heterarchy. McDonnell et al. (1999) proposed a contract net-style cascading auction protocol as a framework for integrating process planning and shop floor control in heterarchical manufacturing systems. Three general classes of agents were made to populate the shop floor control environment: part managers, resource managers and information managers. They coordinate via a kind of contract auction protocol to construct complete plans for part production. Mar Ïõ Âk (1999) developed a general model of the agent for system integration and planning in the domain of projectoriented manufacturing. In his article, the agent architecture was described in the form of frame-like structures, and a tri-base acquaintance model was considered to formalize the negotiation and control processes. Particular instances of agent models for the production planning tasks in the TESLA-TV plant were described. Rabelo et al. (1999) described a multiagent-based agile scheduling system, which was initially designed to support an individual manufacturing enterprise and was extended towards a virtual enterprise. The system framework emphasized the use of a negotiation mechanism to improve the scheduling flexibility, as well as the aspects of information integration, communication and coordination in a community of agents.
All these works have proposed many novel and innovative ideas for the application of the multi-agent paradigm in manufacturing scheduling, but the richness of MAS still attracted various research efforts. This paper describes our contribution to the development of the multi-agent-based approach to production scheduling tasks in an agile manufacturing environ-ment. A heterarchical MAS and distributed ruler-based scheduling mechanism is proposed. The following two phases for realizing our proposition are described in detail.
. How to build up a multi-agent based heterarchical system, and how to define the main responsibilities for the agents. This phase leads to an inneragent model where the agents are easy to reuse and reconfigure. . How to create a distributed ruler for instructing agents to make decisions and actions.
The aim of our approach is to realize a predictable and nearly optimal scheduling with agility and adaptability.
A heterarchical multi-agent and ruler-based scheduling system
A multi-agent and distributed ruler-based agile scheduling system is constructed based on the following.
2.1. Heterarchical agent-based scheduling system structure A heterarchical system mode represents a prominent approach to building a complex and flexible intelligent system. It handles disturbances very well and can continuously adapt itself to its environment; it appears to be very robust and agile and claims to simplify the design process of the system. It is used to organize agents in this paper in order that the intelligent and agility of agents can be fully exerted. The heterarchical multi-agent-based scheduling system has the following advantages.
. There are no requirements for a special or a fixed global decision cell in the system. This makes the scheduling system more flexible and adaptive. . The concurrent and parallel actions of agents draw attention to local optimal and complicated problem solving. . Heterogeneous agents are allowed to live in the same environment, and the agents can be added or deleted, decomposed or reformed dynamically according to the requirement of manufacturing.
However, heterarchical control has some problems with predictability and the global optimization of performance (Brussel et al. 1999) . We solve this problem by exploring a distributed ruler strategy.
Distributed ruler strategy for MAS scheduling
In the heterarchical system, agents should realize not only their own goals but also a common global objective. It is therefore more important and difficult to coordinate the behaviour of agents effectively. Here, a distributed-ruler-based scheduling tactic is proposed. The advantages of the hybrid mechanism are described in detail.
. The scheduling problem can be divided into several easy sub-problems, such as creating selfdecision rulers and inter-operation rulers for each agent, which reduces the complexity of the ruler construction and ruler amendment. . Agents simultaneously take decisions according not only to their own perspective but also the system global performance. Rulers are also used to resolve cooperation or conflicts, which can overcome the disadvantages of common heterarchy, making the system running orderly Ð in a predictable and near optimal manner. . Rulers are encapsulated in agents, and can be reconfigured and reused with the recomposing of agents. The scheduling mechanism, instead of the flexibility-lacking pre-planning of traditional rulebased strategies, provides the scheduling with agility and fitness to product diversity and environment changes.
Architecture of the system
The heterarchical fashion is used to build up an agentbased agile scheduling system. The design preserves the flexibility of the architecture and aims at reusability over different manufacturing demands, and even reusability in different manufacturing configurations.
Functional-based decomposition and agent creation
To construct a scheduling system meeting the needs of agile manufacturing, it is necessary to decompose the objective system into an agent-based system. Some decomposition methods had been proposed, such as task-based decomposition (Berry and Kumara 1995) and physical-based decomposition (Duffie 1990 ). Under the former approach, the capabilities of an agent are focused on a special task, such as route planning, communication, or task implementation, while under the latter approach, agents are multitalented and associated with physical entities or abstract collections of physical entities based on the domain (McDonnell et al. 1999) . Here we propose a function-based decomposition method (Wang et al. 2000) .
The scheduling system is first decomposed into several subsystems according to their functions. For a minimal implementation of a manufacturing system, the scheduling system is decomposed into a management subsystem, resource subsystem and part subsystem. Then these subsystems are further decomposed into several units, which are assigned to several agents. Therefore, the management subsystem may be composed of several management agents (MA) which may be responsible for competing or promulgating orders, managing tasks, collecting and distributing information, and so on. In a resource subsystem, each resource agent (RA) is assigned to a machine or a machine league responsible for competing and supporting work for these machines. In a part subsystem, each part agent (PA) is assigned to a part or a batch of parts. A PA is responsible for guiding the production of parts by acquiring necessary production resources.
In the agent-based scheduling system, some agents are essential, forming the basic building blocks, and so will be present in any agile scheduling system. Others are optional and, as such, their needs will depend on the manufacturing requirement. Objects that are charged by agents may be regrouped if needed.
The results of decomposing might have some influences on scheduling. An optimal distribution of agents depends on both the skills of the individual agents and the situation of the manufacturing system. These issues are still the subjects of future research. However, in this paper, a decision-making ruler-base, based upon some expert knowledge, is suggested to instruct the creation or recognition of agents. For example, in order to optimize production processes and raise production benefits, the production devices, such as a large-scale machine, numerical control cell (CNC), machine centre etc, which are more important for the manufacturing system or have higher intelligence or autonomy, should have independent modes of operation and be assigned to individual agents. In order to increase the coordination and flexibility of the entire scheduling system, intelligent carrying resources, such as autonomous guide vehicles (AGVs), should be represented by independent agents. Other subordinate resources may be constituted into leagues according to their functions or domains and be assigned to some agents.
The heterarchical multi-agent framework
The agile manufacturing system is constituted by a set of instances of the following agent classes, the basis of the general system architecture: MA, RA and PA.
These agents construct a heterarchical system, where agents may be added or replaced freely. The system configuration can be continuously changed to accommodate changing requirements. In order to share information and data inside or outside the system, an internet/intranet has been used as the infrastructure of the scheduling system, as shown in figure 1.
In the system, no agent is subordinate to other agents. Agents may be homogeneous, and execute different functions via different modes, but they are equal in rights in sharing information and other resources in the system. They interact according to some rulers or protocols by means of communication. The flexibility of the architecture makes the scheduling system agile and adaptive.
Models for agents
According to the behaviour mode, agents are usually divided into three kinds: reactive agents, cognizing agents and complex agents. The complex mode is used here, which is composed of several functional components. Figure 2 illustrates the general model architecture of the agent.
Agents share data based on a blackboard structure and make decisions supported by knowledge bases. Some basic components in an agent are:
. Blackboard. It is a carrier for sharing data that involves four types: . Static data. Function and ability parameters, such as the grade of precision, the maximum speed and other parameters of a machining agent (a case of RA . Communication component. This is a general interface for communication with man, devices or other agents, supported by some mechanism, such as CORBA, and some protocol, such as KQLM or MAP/MMS. . SMA is a system management agent, which is used as an agent to contact outer systems and is responsible for competing or promulgating orders and it invites public bidding among RA. . EMA is an executive management agent that is able to do some necessary preparation for scheduling and manufacturing, such as making a link to production design or the process planning database, decomposing the order task into the executive part task, raising necessary materials and tolls, and evaluating the levels of tasks or agents. . IMA is an information management agent that is responsible for collecting, distributing and exchanging information in, or outside, the scheduling system.
Every MA class has its own parameter model. Agents and their operation/operating objects can be defined by imitating object-oriented technology. A quaternion is defined for MA class.
Here, 5M-id4is the identifier of an MA for contacting with other agents; 5M-attribute-i4represents its information attributes. These attribute parameters may be a single numerical value, a data structure or an operation driving a database.
Different agents have different attribute values. For example, a SMA can inherit these attributed and be described as SMA = 5S-id, S-scale, S-order, S-relation4.
5S-scale4indicates members and types of agents having been set up in the scheduling system. 5S-order4shows current and historical order records. 5S-relation4gives information about customs and associates.
A task managed by the SMA can be described as:
5T-id4, 5T-batch4, 5T-technics4and 5T-va-lue4express attributes of the task, including task name, batch of order, technics requirements, and bonus for performing the task. 5T-technics4may indicate the detailed process knowledge, including due date, tolerance, relaxation, and other technics knowledge, by inquiring about a part technics database when needed.
Definition for RA
Definition 2: Resource agents (RA) Ð agents that govern the upkeep and support of manufacturing resources (CNCs, machines, robots, etc), and manage the production scheduling and execution.
These agents attempt to:
. Attract favourable orders and maintain high levels of utilization for resources they are charging; . Choose a suitable part in the task list and perform in a rational mode; . Govern the paces of production to guarantee the due date of tasks; . Interact with other entities in the system for the global purposes.
A RA can be described as:
RA =5R-id, R-bonus, R-task, R-state4.
5R-id4is the identification of agents, and indicates the object that they charge. 5R-bonus4records achievements it has made. A large value of 5R-bonus4shows the better works of the RA, and will make it easier to attract new tasks. 5R-task4indicates its task information for certain periods. 5R-state4 shows the current state of resources. The attribute 5R-id4will be changed with agent reconfiguring, while other attributes change dynamically with time.
Definition for PA
Definition 3: Part agents (PA) Ð agents that guide the production of parts in the system by acquiring necessary production resources, setting feasible plans for the continued complement of part processing according to task goals and contact requirements, and coordinate actions between related resources.
To control part flow flexibly and easily, each part in a manufacture system is charged by a PA. PA is a temporary agent, and can be described as: PA = 5P-id, P-data, P-process, P-state4.
5P-id4is the identification of the part governed by the PA, such as name/type, batch number, serial numbers, etc. 5P-data4drives a data file shared with the technics requirement attribute 5T-technics4. 5P-process4illustrates the interpreted process design information for the part. The process design information tells on which type of machine or production line each process of every part is processed. If there are N working procedures for the part according to the technics requirements, the attribute 5P-process4may be described as: P-process = c { process-1( . ) process-2( . ), . . . process-N( . )}.
Attribute parameters of PA are adopted according to task orders, and would be renewed with incremental completion of part processing. At the beginning of the processing, the value of the 5P-state4is equal to the first parameter of 5P-process4. If the value of 5P-state4fits the last parameter of 5P-process4, the machining process is over. The PA will then release the finished part and wait to grasp another one.
Distributed ruler in agile scheduling
There is no need for a global scheduling ruler to be set up in the system. Rulers are established and executed in a distributed mode toward different agents, using general order/task messages, general process plans, detailed machine-specific information, current status of environment, and other related information as input, producing suitable actions to attract or to perform tasks under consideration. The general purposes of the distributed ruler strategy are to achieve a rational scheduling, including upper resources utilization, loading balance and no-delay implementation; however, the local target and function of ruler-bases distributed in different agents are different of course. Agents create their own rulers separately, and make decisions concurrently toward not only their own task but also the system performance.
All agents in a same class have similar functions and behaviours. Therefore, rulers for each agent class may be created offline and be instanced by an individual agent online. Some rulers are described here to illustrate the ideas of a distributed ruler scheduling mechanism supporting by a multi-agent framework.
Rulers for MA
There are several rulers for MA to exert their function, such as competing or promulgating orders, managing tasks, collecting and distributing information, and so on.
. Scope-ruler: decides the scheduling system scope according to manufacturing scale and requirements. . Order-ruler: IF there are orders THEN require technique files, amend database AND pre-process and evaluate the task, make a new task-announce list. . Task1-ruler: IF there are requirements from PA or RA for transporting or machining parts THEN think of making a new task-announce list. . Task2-ruler: IF there are requirements from PA or RA for breaking task contracts or asking subcontracting THEN think of making a new taskannounce list. . Task3-ruler: IF a new task-announce list has been made THEN start-up negotiations between related agents to assign part tasks. . Calculate-ruler: calculate the last starting time and earliest starting time of every part task. . Evaluate-ruler: IF information about task-finishing is received THEN evaluate the working effect for these RA. . Reconfiguration-ruler: IF the manufacturing condition is changed OR new technology is induced THEN adjust agents for reconfiguration when needed. . Learn-ruler: IF there are no rulers for suddenness THEN do online self-learning.
Task processing and evaluating in Order-ruler is intended to make the general manufacturing processing flow, which will give information on attribute 5P-process4to PA, according to the results of requiring technique files, and confirm the priority of a task according to order date, bonus, machine periods, technique levels, etc. Usually, those tasks with an earlier date, longer machine period, higher bonus, along with longer waiting time and more machine sequence would have higher priority.
Task1-ruler is a ruler package that assigns a task to RA by contract net negotiation or other methods. The norm of negotiation is based on requirements and the constraints of tasks, capabilities, working records and requirements of the RA, etc. If some tasks are not assigned in a one-negotiation period, they would be divided into several lots or be given a higher bonus, then be assigned again.
Task2-ruler is used to deal with some additional jobs. For example, if a part task has been assigned to RA1 and RA2; new jobs will arise for conveying a part between RA1 and RA2, which also needs to be assigned. The A2-ruler is used to deal with accidents and to make adjustments or re-assignments, when some RA or PA predicts that some part tasks will not be finished. Meanwhile, their bonuses stored in the attribute 5R-bonus4 will be reduced.
Evaluate-ruler evaluates the working results for RA according to task-finished time, quality and ratio of accident appearance. The evaluated records will be summed for future task bidding. The attribute 5R-bonus4of these RAs will be modified after E-ruler executing.
Reconfiguration-ruler is a ruler packet for changing the configuration by adding, replacing, or re-configuring agents to accommodate changing requirements or technique renovation.
Rulers for RA
These rulers include those for gaining favoured orders, deciding the scheduling priorities of waiting jobs, and so on.
. Bid-ruler: IF some new task announcement messages are received THEN make a bid, which maybe include some condition about task finishing. . Preprocess-ruler: If there are new tasks THEN consult the techniques file AND do some preprocessing for the new task including: (1) do local process planning; (2) calculate earliest start time and latest start time; and (3) decide the PRI of the task. . Input-ruler: IF currently the task has been finished THEN select a new part with the highest priority from the input buffer. . Supervise-ruler: Supervise tasks during running according to certain periods: . IF some or other tasks might not be finished according to order requirements THEN modify the working-times and working paces of these part tasks; . IF modifying failed THEN put forward cooperation or subcontracting.
. Fault-ruler: IF a fault occurred THEN forecast the repaired time, announce accident information, and do some other actions to deal with it. . Learn-ruler: IF there are no suitable rulers for sudden occurrences THEN start online self-learning.
Here, the Preprocess-ruler activates a program to calculate the earliest beginning time and the latest beginning time for the new task. The PRI of part tasks is also calculated by an algorithm in this ruler packet to confirm the priority queue of part task in the input buffer. Agents will be queued based on the collation and optimization of results produced by some rulers, such as STP rulers, EDD rulers etc. In addition, the process planning is also executed using a program in the ruler packet, which converts the general task description into machine-specific tasks. The general task is described as a sequence of task slots to be performed or features to be created, including several operations involving several RA. Each RA just deals with the portion related with itself.
Supervise-ruler is a procedure to exam whether tasks in existence would be accomplished on time, judged by date, priority, and machine time and the executing status of tasks. To satisfy the needs of higher priority tasks, scheduling of some lower priority task may be modified.
Fault-ruler tries to deal with problems arising from accidents. IF the fault has been covered, some action to adjust the beginning times or paces of tasks in a waiting queue will be taken if needed. If some tasks are not expected to be accomplished, they must be subcontracted entirely or partly.
Rulers for PA
The rulers for PA aim at finding required resources for parts they charged and at supervising the manufacturing flow in order that these part tasks can be finished in time.
. Wait-ruler: IF attribute5name4is nil THEN wait until it gets another numerical value. . Grasp-ruler: Grasp a part task in the task buffer according to its PRI in queue AND communicate with the IMA to acquire detailed information to initialize the attribute parameters THEN wait in the input buffer. . Parameter-ruler: Communicate with the related RA to modify some attribute parameters when some operations have been taken. . Quest-ruler: IF some process of some RA is predicted to be unfinished THEN require nego-tiation with MA and those RA in order to release the machine protocol from the RA or quest subcontracting. . Output-ruler: IF all operations scheduled have been finished and the charged part has been put into the output buffer THEN release the part-task and make attribute 5name4nil.
Rulers from section 6.1 to section 6.3 are described as simple heuristic rulers. They will induct several operations, such as running an algorithm program. Agents may act in accordance with the results of these operations. Since those rulers are established and executed in a parallel and distributed fashion, the complexity of the scheduling problem is reduced and the adaptability, adjustability and agility for scheduling are improved. Usually, rulers are executed by inquiring about a knowledge base offline Ð the adaptation of scheduling to different tasks and manufacturing environments is mostly realized via interoperation between rulers. When some special circumstances occurred and there are no useable rulers, some rulers encapsulated in some agents may be amended. However, those amended operations involve slender rulers of slender agents; other rulers distributed in other agents would not be changed.
Case studies
In order to confirm the validity and feasibility of our propositions, a set of simulation experiments have been conducted. These experiments involve dispatching parts with different varieties and different volumes into different system configurations.
Experiment one
This basic experiment is designed to verify that the developed system prototype for our approach is workable. A workshop at a Machine Tool Company in Shenyang, China is used as the modelling environment. 7.1.1. System configuration. There are three kinds of machining tools: lathes, mills and drills in the system. Each kind of tool has several types and, likewise, each type of machines has several types. Here, for example, there are three types of lathe: a1, a2, a3, where a1(2) indicates there are two machines for Type a1 lathes in the system. These machines are interconnected by an autonomous guided vehicle (AGV) network with loading/unloading points linked to their buffers. To simplify the problem, we suppose here that there are adequate AGVs for handling the transport task when needed. The list of machines used in the experiments is shown in table 1. 7.1.2. Scheduling tasks. These experiments involved dispatching four different kinds of parts associated with different technical process planning. For easy labelling, we simply name them Part 01, Part 02, Part 03 and Part 04. The batch size for each part type is set at 5. Their releasing time is set as 8:00 AM and the due date is 10:30 AM. All parts and their main technical process plans for simulation are listed in tables 2 and 3, where for example (a1, 6) indicates the process time should be 6 minutes if part P01 were machined on lathe a1. 7.1.3. Experiment results. Five simulation runs were tried with different scheduling strategies: SPT, EDD, PT+WINQ, PT+WINQ+SL and AT-RPT. The experiment results illustrated in table 4 show that the previous task has already been completed no matter which kinds of scheduling strategy is used. The best result among these experiments is achieved when SPT is used: the task-time Gantt chart is shown in figure 3 . Table 1 . Machine data used in experiment 1.
Type
Machine data Type a a1(2), a2(1), a3(1) Type b b1(1), b2(2), b3(1) Type c c1(1), c2(1), c3(1) Table 3 . Test sample used in experiment 1.
Part01
Part02 Part03 Part04
Batch 5 5 5 5
Experiment two
A benchmark test was done in experiment 2. The goal was to obtain a comparative assessment of tradition versus our approach and highlight the benefits gained through the application of MAS and the distributed ruler.
We administer a 666 benchmark test and compare the results with a Constrained Neural Network Method (CNNM) (Fang et al. 1993) under the same computing conditions. Here, we choose FIFO strategy for SMA and choose SPT or EDD for RMA to carry on the scheduling. The 666 benchmark test question is described in In traditional approaches for a 666 benchmark test, the optimal value of manufacturing time is 565, and the problem solving time is different depending on different algorithms and different initial conditions Production scheduling of agile manufacturing systems 89 (Fang et al. 1993) . While, in our MAS scenario, schedulers are made dynamically while the parts are being machined, so the problem solving time and communication time are included in the flowing time. From this point of view, the results, which are illustrated in tables 6 and 7, indicate that the MAS method has a shorter flow time than the Constrained Neural Network Method. These results prove that the agent-based scheduling system can finish scheduling tasks in a near optimal manner. The other conclusion that should be noted is that MAS can respond to the requirement rapidly and solve the problem quickly, which makes it a more satisfying method to the requirements of agile manufacturing.
Two more experiments were carried out with satisfactory results. One was aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of our proposition in adapting to changes of shop floor configuration, and showing that feasible schedules can be obtained by adding or recalling some agent module according to requirements, without any modification of others modules and the control software. The other experiment was focused on evaluating the ability of the system with respect to an unexpected scenario, such as urgent new orders or a machine fault. The experiment also showed satisfactory results.
Conclusions
Multi-agent systems and a distributed ruler based scheduling strategy represent an effective approach to the realization of agile manufacturing scheduling. With the distribution of agents and rulers, the complicated agile scheduling problem can be divided into several sub-problems, such as decision-making problems for each individual agent, from the agent's own perspective, and coordinating problems between agents for the global goals of the whole system. Rulers are encapsulated in agents; therefore, the complexity of construction, amending, or executing of rulers is reduced and rulers can be reconfigured and reused easily with agents regrouped dynamically, no matter how frequently new tasks cut-in or technologies are renewed in the manufacturing system. The simulation results have successfully shown that our approach is capable of generating feasible schedulers in agile manufacturing environments. The experiments have also demonstrated that the features of adaptive, extensibility and reconfigurability have been incorporated into changes in production diversity and environment configuration.
Each particular application in a production scheduling task requires a detailed analysis of the company's features, such as production facility, information and material flows, etc. However, from the methodological point of view, there is no problem in applying our presented work to different industrial sectors. Further research is concerned with how to improve the approach, including constructing a friendlier human ± computer interface for the ruler-base in order that rulers can be built or amended conveniently, according to the advice of production managers, in order to make our proposition work in practice.
